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While the indices continue to chop back and forth between their respective ranges, we have
characteristics shifting under the surface. Ironically, since we have last written in the monthly
PREMIUM, defensive sectors of the market continue to find strength even as positive shifts
look to take place in more aggressive areas. Over the past month, we still have real estate,
utilities and health care leading from a performance measure. Discretionary, technology and
industrials are starting to tighten the gap however. On the $SPX, 3011 is the price to the
topside that we want to see a close above to gain confidence in a bullish thesis. We would
also argue; the trend looks constructive until we start to close under 2,883. This is about 100
points away from where we closed today. Domestically, some may be getting ‘eaten up’ by
the choppy nature of the markets. We do not want to forget about those international names.

On the international front, we have a weakening U.S. dollar that has picked up speed to the
downside here in October. This should give a boost to emerging and developed markets.
Within this update we discuss a few countries we want to be eyeing in on throughout the
month of November, and really the rest of Q4. With a weakening dollar, this should help boost
or at least give a floor to a few of our commodities. Crude oil is trying to find supportive
structure down near the low 50’s. This has been the case for a few months now and if we
continue to see buyers show up with aggression, that should speak to us as market
participants. Metals and bonds look to be digesting their respective moves from late spring
and early summer. Don’t be surprised to see them attempt higher here into November.
The seasonal view right now suggests higher prices within the domestic landscape. As you’ll
see, we also want to take a long-term view of the international space as mentioned above. If
we have international starting to perk up (much like late 2016) we believe this strength will
continue to show within the domestic indices and sectors. Pay attention to relative ratios like
XLY:XLP or HYG:IEF. The ratio of HYG:IEF will give a great awareness to market risk. In this
ratio we are seeing higher lows and higher highs, indicative of a strong trend. We want to
continue to see these characteristics show up as well as confirmed momentum. You do not
have to dig too hard to find great companies or great ETF’s that have solid uptrends taking
shape. At the same time, you will also find areas of the market (energy, software) that look
rough, to say the least. This should be an active manager’s dream to have the bifurcation that
we have. Breadth is positive but we need to see bigger thrusts take shape within ADP and
HLP to remain bullish.
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Profit Strategies
Ron DeLegge, Founder

The investing public has thankfully been spared the Saudi Aramco and WeWork IPOs. Aramco sought to
command a post-IPO nosebleed valuation in the neighborhood of $2 trillion. To illustrate the farcical nature of
what the Saudi’s were dreaming up, a $2 trillion valuation would represent almost10% of the S&P 500’s total
market capitalization of roughly $26 trillion. Is one company, especially an enterprise so reliant on the fading
popularity of fossil fuel, worth 10% of the S&P’s five hundred stocks?
And what can be said about WeWork that hasn’t already been spoken? From WeBroke to WeJoke, the office
rental upstart has given comedians – and even non-comedians – boatloads of material. In just a matter of
months, the WeWork has gone from an expected IPO valuation of nearly $50 billion to a somber cash crunch
and fight for survival. From our perspective, the flat out rejection of both WeWork and Saudi Aramco is a
crystal clear message that goofy capital markets maybe aren’t so goofy and irrational after all.
Speaking of goofy, global politics definitely tops the list. Not too long ago, all attention was on trade war
gibberish and now its presidential impeachment gibberish. Although a partial deal to ease the trade dispute
between China and the U.S. was publicly announced, it appears to be more of the same political propaganda
as before. With impeachment on the horizon, the Chinese know that Trump’s presidential term is at acute risk
of prematurely ending. Knowing this, the Chinese have more to lose by agreeing to a trade war-ending deal
right now vs. waiting to see if Trump gets kicked out of office. And unlike the current White House occupant,
the Chinese can afford to be patient. Repeat carefully after us: No deal!
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Utilities are Bright
With U.S. interest rate hikes on pause, ETFs like the Utilities Sector SPDR (XLU) that are closely tied to rate
sensitive sectors like utilities have gained. Moreover, XLU’s dividend yield, which hovering near 3%, is still
more attractive compared to lower yielding alternatives like 10-year U.S. Treasuries and the S&P 500.
Back in April, we added XLU at $57.64 and have continued to hold it. As we indicated in our original
analysis, the optimal time to be defensive is while other market participants are still playing offense. While we
don’t view utilities as a contrarian trade per se, the idea of being and playing defensive is out of lockstep with
the general stock market.
XLU stands to benefit under two scenarios: 1) As interest rates trend lower, and 2) During the next sustained
stock market correction. In the first scenario, XLU’s yield will become all the more attractive. And in scenario
two, scared money will be chasing the most stable areas of the stock market like utilities.
We’re now adding the Direxion Utilities Bull 3x Shares (UTSL) at current prices near $45.06 up to a buy
limit of $46. The fund aims for 300% daily exposure to the utilities sector. That means if utilities jump by 3% on
any given day, UTSL should be +9%. While this sector has taken a brief pause from its uptrend, it still has
upside momentum.

Chart A: UTSL, XLU, vs. SPY YTD in 2019
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Developing Your Philosophy
Below is an excerpt of Ron DeLegge’s new book “Habits of the Investing Greats: 26 Proven Tactics for
Achieving the Financial Results You Want.” The eBook is now available @ Amazon.com.

Instead of blindly embracing popular ideas or
trendy philosophies, hedge fund titan Ray
Dalio suggests thinking for yourself. Dalio
recommends deciding, “1) What you want, 2)
what is true, and 3) what you should do to
achieve #1 in light of #2.”
Listed below are questions your personalized
investment philosophy should answer:
 What are your core investment beliefs?
 Have your core beliefs been tested,
validated, and mathematically proven?
 What makes you think your core
investment beliefs will work?
 Are your core investment beliefs fully
compatible with your age, personality, and life
circumstances?
 How will you implement your
investment philosophy, and how will you
ensure it’s sustained?
 What types of assets will you own that
are compatible with your investment
philosophy? What types of assets will you
avoid?
 How do you know your investment
philosophy will help you achieve your bigger
picture life goals?
 Under what circumstances are you
willing to adjust your investment philosophy?
 Have you communicated your
investment philosophy to your partner and
other loved ones?
 Who will carry on your investment
philosophy should you die or become
disabled?
It’s been said that “he who stands for nothing will fall for anything.” The best safe-guard against being
victimized or falling prey to propaganda or other erroneous ideas is to have a sturdy investment philosophy that
is true, proven, emblematic of what you want, and systematically safe-guards your financial well-being.
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Our November ETF Income Trade
Our Income Mix Portfolio is a hypothetical $100,000 unhedged ETF portfolio that began in Feb.2012 and sells
monthly covered calls* to generate high income. It will generally consist of positions in just two ETFs: the
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY) and SPDR Gold Shares (GLD). At times, we may add another ETF if the quoted call
option premium is adequately high enough for us to warrant executing a trade.
The Income Mix Portfolio deliberately invests in ETFs covering distinctly different asset classes. It also
purposely limits the portfolio to 2-3 ETFs for simplicity. Finally, we always execute our monthly income trades
one month in advance. (EX: Our current November income trade is executed in October.)
Recap from last month: Both our GLD OCT $145 calls and our SPY OCT $300 expired worthless. Not only
did we pocket $1,340 of monthly income in September, but we kept our GLD and SPY shares. We’re now
executing the following income trades below.

For our November 2019 Income Trade
we’re executing the following moves:
GLD (Own 100 shares @ $142.80)
Sell GLD NOV 2019 $145 calls near $80 per
contract. (Calls expire on 11/15/19)
SPY (Own 400 shares @ $297.15)
Sell SPY NOV 2019 $305 calls near $125
per contract. (Calls expire on 11/15/19)

Income Mix Portfolio
($133,060 hypothetical value)
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY)

SPDR Gold Shares (GLD)

11%
GLD

Based upon the moves listed above, we’ll
collect around $580 in monthly income from
our November trades.

89% SPY

Since inception in Feb. 2012, our Income Mix
Portfolio has generated $55,111 or $612.34
per month over the past 90 months.
NOTE: For income results that closely mimic our November income trade, subscribers can execute covered
call options trades within 3 days of our alerts.
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Vital Signs – Snapshot of Key Asset Classes & Sentiment
The CBOE S&P 500 Volatility Index (VIX) is back near the complacency zone.

We still have open
defensive trades via ticker symbols “GLD” and “SH.” The latter is built to go up when the S&P 500 declines.
A correction, once it happens, should push both VIX and gold higher. The euro has sunk to one year lows
and looks poised to make a run toward its 2017 bottom. We remain bearish on the euro and we continue to
hold put options on FXE.
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An International Tour of Bullish Themes
The theme to watch is not domestic markets, but international. Shocking, right? We want to take you on a tour
of bullish characteristics taking shape within the international equity landscape. Whether it be developed or
emerging, there is reason to believe this could be the next hot ticket item to have in your investment/trading
portfolio. In a recent age when international stocks and ETF’s have struggled to gain traction both on an
absolute basis and relative basis to our domestic names, there is reason to believe exposure abroad is
necessary for the coming months.
But First, the U.S. Dollar
Before we jump right into the ‘international tour’, we must first analyze a macro perspective and unravel the
findings. This inevitably has us talking about currency and more specifically the U.S. dollar.

On the chart above we have displayed the bullish U.S. Dollar ETF (black), the MSCI Emerging Markets ETF
(red) and the MSCI EAFE ETF (purple). As one would suggest, we typically see a negative correlation between
the dollar and international holdings, in this case EEM and EFA. Sure, there are periods where the local
currency (US Dollar) and international ETF’s trade in tandem, but for the most part, they should trade quite
opposite of each other as shown on the correlation charts above. The theme we want to express here is that
we are entering a time that looks extremely similar in tone to that of OCT/NOV/DEC in 2016. Could we be
entering the same stage in terms of a weakening dollar, and stronger up trends in terms of EEM and EFA? We
believe the evidence certainly suggests so. The vertical black line above marks the November time frame in
2016 where sentiment in both the dollar and international funds started to shift. As you can see the dollar
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shortly after made a steady climb down while both EEM and EFA started to go on a great performance run.
Both EFA and EEM were making their way out of their respective bases, very much like they are trying to do
now. Let’s continue the tour…
RRG of International Country ETF’s
An easy way to view and narrow our search for country ETF’s that give us the best probabilities for long
exposure starts with a relative rotation graph. At current data, we have a mixed bag of names showing relative
strength and names lagging. This RRG is comparing strength vs. EFA (MSCI EAFE).

Immediately we want to look at the leading and improving quadrant. The names like EWJ, EWW, EWU and
EWP will offer efficient and effective use of our time when scanning the international space. Names that are on
the cusp of reaching the improving quadrant include EWD, EWO and EWG.

We also want to be cognizant of the country makeup of EFA, shown on the previous page. Notice Japan (EWJ)
with the highest percentage weight. This is followed by United Kingdom (EWU) and France (EWQ). These top
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three ETF’s will be important in the success of EFA throughout the remainder of Q4 and beyond. We want to
discuss Japan and Germany in the charts below for potential trade setups.
The Importance of Japan and Germany
Japan and Germany each have different setups taking shape that we want you to be aware of. Many other
single country ETF’s have similar setups taking shape, but we want to highlight two of the top five percentage
weighting countries within EFA. Japan on a monthly candlestick chart is looking extremely positive for the
greater trend being upward. This ETF has gone nowhere from 1996 through 2017 when it finally broke out of
this massive base. Since then we have recently tested this breakout area around $50 and held firm above.
Price is advancing nicely off this breakout zone and we have reason to believe this has big expectations going
forward. This setup, from a technical perspective is very bullish. When we throw in the PPO momentum
indicator, we confirm this bullish thesis. The PPO is curling up just above the zero line and we want to be in
this name as momentum kicks in to the topside. This has yet to happen! So be prepared.

Remember, this is a monthly chart, so patience and diligence on a monthly check is warranted. Again, we
cannot stress enough how bullish this chart is for the long-term nature of EWJ and Japan. Germany is up next
on the following page. For EWG we have shown a weekly candlestick chart. At the highs this week, we are
trading upon an important inflection point near $28. This is your line in the sand for being bullish this name or
bearish. If we are above and breaking out, we want to be long with aggression. If we continue to linger below,
be patient (or manage risk tight). Momentum in the form of PPO, much like EWJ, has bullish characteristics
taking shape. The consolidation in price over the past seven months has given an opportunity for the PPO to
hover around the zero line and is now gearing up for a massive move above the zero line.
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Also notice that the relative strength line against EFA in purple is starting to trade up and cross over the 21week EMA. At a minimum, try to be long on a breakout above $28, but we have no problem if you want to be
long at current price in anticipation that we will see the breakout, especially with the PPO situation.
Seasonal Tailwinds
To wrap back around and place a cap on this international tour, we display the seasonal results of EFA going
back 18 years. October-December look to be, at a minimum, positive times to be long EFA. This creates more
of an urgency on these single country ETF’s. At the end of the day, if you want a piece of them all, EFA is a
great resource to accomplish just that. The international tour is now over! 
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Habits of the Investing Greats will teach you to:
•

Control your mindset and daily regimen for making the right moves

•

Escape self-destructive behavior that demolishes wealth

•

Mimic proven strategies used by legendary investors

•

Unlearn behavioral patterns that limit your potential

•

Reprogram you thinking from loser to winner
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(Podcast) Report Card: A $243k SEP IRA Sunk by High Fees
In his latest podcast episode, Ron DeLegge examines and grades
a $243,000 SEP IRA retirement portfolio for AR in Fountain Valley,
CA, Does it pass or fail? This advisor managed portfolio consists of a
combined mix of 22 mutual funds and ETFs.
The ETFs discussed in this episode include ticker symbols NUGT,
NEED, WANT, SCHB, TECL, and USCI.
Finally, Ron provides the latest year-to-date ETF performance
numbers within major industry sectors and global markets.
Have you subscribed yet? Since launching our YouTube channel,
ETFguide has amassed almost 2,000 subscribers and over 328,000
views. Your free video subscription ensures that you never miss an episode.
Click here to subscribe and watch. 

Your ETF Tools
If you haven’t done so already, be sure to sure to sign up for
ETFguide’s suite of investor guides.
Due to the sheer number of ETFs being launched, we’ve
built tools to help you stay ahead of the fast moving market.
Here’s what we now offer:






Active ETF Guide tracks actively managed funds
ETP Commodities Guide follows commodity linked
products
Long/Short ETF Guide gives a quick snapshot of
inverse and leveraged tickers organized by asset
class.
First Look ETF provides a monthly view of the
newest ETF launches and latest trends.

Although all of our investor guides are complimentary, email
sign up is required to receive future updates.
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Mega Investment Theme Report
For ETFguide members new to our “Mega Investment Theme Report” (MITR) here’s how it works: We identify
and rank major investment themes by order of importance. We also include associated ETF ticker symbols.
Our theme rankings are adjusted (up or down) by their immediate impact and order of importance.
We include relevant ETF ticker symbols that are associated with and impacted by each related theme. Rather
than providing simply a generic market signal, we believe linking related ETF tickers to themes is far more
practical. Why? Because it will help you to make specific investment decisions related to a certain theme.

Lastly, we added a final row – with a star icon – that focuses on other less important investment
themes that didn’t make the top five, but are nevertheless on our radar screen. Related ETF tickers
are only provided once a particular theme graduates into the top five rankings. 

Rank

Theme

ETF Tickers

Gold rally is on. Never mind that gold was dead money over the past few
months. Central bankers with loose monetary policies coupled with falling
stocks has set gold ETPs on fire. We’re still long GLD and RING.

1 

GLD, RING

2 

Bullish Treasury ETFs Jump: The U.S. trend in lower interest rates is
propping up prices for Treasury ETFs like TLT along with 3x leveraged ETFs
like TMF. One risk to the rally is if China decides to start selling its $1.2 trillion in
Treasuries. It doesn’t seem like a high probability event but it would certainly be
a high impact event.
Volatility falls. Stock market volatility briefly spiked from July to early
September but has fallen back. The CBOE S&P 500 VIX index remains in the
complacency zone. For VIX bulls there’s still a lot more upside! We remain
long VIXY.
Leveraged Stock ETFs are HOT! After near parabolic performance, most 2x
and 3x daily bull leveraged stock ETFs have given back significant gains.
Areas worth mentioning that have what looks like could be a sustainable rally
are gold miners (NUGT), utilities (UTSL) and real estate (DRN).
Small caps still lagging: The underperformance for small caps vs. larger
stocks continues. Per our technical forecast, we own IJR, which is labeled as a
contrarian trade.
Other investment themes we’re monitoring: The falling euro, cloud
computing, AI/Robotics, FinTech and Cyber-security are all important themes.
So is the emergence of crypto-currencies, even though they are stuck in a bear
market.

TMF

3 

VIXY

4 

No open trades

5 

IJR

BOTZ, HACK,
SKYY, ROBO,
ROBT, SOCL
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ETP Performance Trends
Just two months ago, India (INDY) was the only global stock market in negative territory. And now, there’s not
a major single country ETF in the red. Still, worries about decelerating global economic growth along with the
trade war slugfest between China and the U.S. are immediate concerns. In the short run, both catalysts are
keeping an upside lid on stock prices.
Regionally, Canada (EWC and the U.S. (VTI), are stock market leaders, with each country posting strong
gains. Given that overall commodities prices are falling and Canada is a large commodities exporter, its strong
stock market is major disconnect. The same holds true for other big commodities exporters like Russia (RSX)
which is another top performer.
Globally speaking, the upward momentum in stocks has been holding. Questions about the health of the stock
market’s strong performance and whether it matches up with the global economic backdrop still need to be
worked out.
As our analysis on page two of this report indicate, we do not expect any real progress between China and the
U.S. on the trade front. With Trump impeachment hearings on the horizon, China will play wait and see versus
striking a deal with a president that risks being removed from office. 
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